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All around the world, people are managing dozens of increasingly complex online login IDs.  

And you’re probably one of these people. Trying to remember them all can get frustrating, and coping  

mechanisms—like creating one short password and using it on multiple websites—can create security threats.

When it comes to online and mobile services, your customers are getting smarter and more demanding.  

They want seamless service across all channels. They want security, but convenience comes first. What’s needed  
is a way to enable strong, multifactor authentication without inconveniencing the user. What’s needed is SecureKey. 

At SecureKey, we know the old password and username combination we usually use to verify people is no longer  

good enough.  It leaves too many consumers, government agencies, and onlne service providers vulnerable to  

identity and data theft. Passwords are easy to hack, and authentication questions rarely stand in the way of a 

determined cyberthief. 

The good news? SecureKey provides a better way. We offer a suite of cloud-based services that puts the user at  
the center of identity and authentication to help online service providers enhance user privacy and convenience  

while also increasing business assurance - using devices and credentials users already have!

Building Trusted Security Networks

The days of opening a dedicated account for every web destination 

are coming to an end.

Consumer Authentication  
Gets Real

Easy e-Government
 
The Government of Canada selected SecureKey to provide choice and  

convenience to their users with the sign-in process for government e-services. 
Now, users can sign in with their existing banking credentials instead of 

remembering new ones. To protect privacy during the exchange, banks  

don’t know what government service they’re accessing and the government 

doesn’t receive any information about the bank and SecureKey doesn’t know 

who the user is.
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A Cloud-Based Suite of Simple, Secure Solutions
Enables the creation of identity  

networks among communities of  

identity providers and subscribing  

services, letting users “bring their  

own credentials.” 

•	 Reduces password friction

•	 Removes enrollment barriers and costs

•	 Makes signing on to services faster

•	 Enhances user privacy

•	 Enables high value multi-party online transactions

Enables users to strongly  

authenticate across all service  

channels using devices they  

already own, creating a  

consistent customer experience.

•	 Strong, convenient mobile app and call center 

authentication

•	 Web authentication and transaction confirmation 

•	 Zero-touch device ID and authentication, ideal  

for wallets and e-commerce carts

•	 Secure remote card verification

•	 Easy to integrate with flexible deployment options

SecureKey also provides a broad range of tools that help you get up and running 

quickly, including:

SDKs
Our SDKs for mobile applications are available to registered 

developers, enabling the briidge.net Connect authentication, 

QuickCode, and device ID capabilities into existing mobile 

applications.

briidge.net Sandbox
A complete software development environment (SDE) 

is available with access to the full suite of APIs and a 

production staging environment that enables developers 

to do end-to-end testing with our cloud-based services. 

Laying the Foundation for Future Security Services
Backed by a world-class management team and innovative briidge.net DNA technology, SecureKey is transforming the  

online security industry. 

Market Solutions
•	 Device-based security for online and mobile payments

•	 Multi-factor authentication for online banking

•	 Secure identity validation spanning across  

many industries

Unique Features
•	 Easy to use

•	 Privacy-enhanced federated identity  

- with trusted partners

•	 Scalable across consumer markets

•	 Bank-grade security (dynamic device authentication) 
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About SecureKey

SecureKey is the leading provider of cloud-based, trusted 

identity networks that reduce the burden, costs, and risks  

associated with user authentication. The company’s federated 

authentication solutions ensure that users are properly 

authenticated regardless of the service, device or credential 

they prefer to use. Organizations can quickly and easily deliver 

high-value online services to millions of consumers and citizens 

with improved transaction privacy, simplicity, and convenience. 

SecureKey is headquartered in Toronto, with offices in Boston, 

Washington D.C., and San Francisco. The company is backed 

by a world-class group of venture and corporate investors.   

For additional information, please visit www.securekey.com
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Your customers are ready for a better solution.
Contact us today to discover what SecureKey can do for you.
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